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Key Statistics, Major Achievements and Future Objectives
•

The 2012 Heritage Open Days (HODs) event, the18th HODs to be
celebrated, was the most successful year ever, with record visitor numbers.

•

Brighton & Hove Open Door 2012 (BHOD 12) was one of the country’s
largest HODs events. Although it must be noted that, due to competing
project pressures faced by the event organizers, BHOD 12 offered some 30%
less events than in recent years.

•

Assessing visitor numbers for 2012 is difficult, due in part to the very busy
nature of some venues. However, it is thought that overall, despite the
number of activities on offer being reduced for 2012, approximately 10,00011,000 visitors attended the event, approaching the numbers attained in
recent years.

•

Media coverage for the event was good, with exposure in, The Argus, various
local amenity magazines and weekly publications, BBC local radio,
RadioReverb, and the Discovering Places website, which publicised the
HODs listings as a part of London 2012’s Cultural Olympiad campaign.

•

For the first time, we managed to develop a Google Map-based presentation
to assist users explore the programme and locate venues.

•

Volunteer input to BHOD 12 organisation remained strong, with over 130
individuals assisting with event preparation, set-up and delivery.

•

99% of all visitors rated their experience of BHOD 2012 as either good or
excellent.

•

Encouragingly, some 62% of all 2012 visitors were discovering BHOD for the
first time, suggesting that the promotion undertaken and publicity obtained
were useful in recruiting new attendees.

•

Some 27% of total 2012 visitor numbers were drawn from outside of the BN1,
BN2 and BN3 postcode areas. Encouraging from both the economic and
heritage tourism perspectives.

•

Our flagship BHOD event, My House My Street (MHMS), first trialled in 2008
within a single street, was staged in a total of fifteen streets during 2012.

•

BHOD 12 successfully met a number of the targets set out in the National
Outcome & Indicator Set, as is covered in more detail below.

•

Planning for BHOD 13 (September 12-15) is already well underway. We
intend to significantly increase the number of activities offered, continue to
improve event promotion and further increase audience figures.

•

For 2013, we plan to offer a long-lead programme as a paid-download. This
will assist visitors with event scheduling and help us to raise much needed
funding to cover event overheads.
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Graphical representations of key event data

Image 1, Overall visitor rating of BHOD 12

Image 2, Origins, via postcode, of visitors attending BHOD 12
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Image 3, Sources of BHOD information used by visitors during 2012

Image 4, The percentage of first-time BHOD visitors at the 2012 event

For information about visitor’s geographical origins, see Appendix 1 of this
document.
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The Organisers
Brighton & Hove Open Door (BHOD) is organised, as a part of the annual Heritage
Open Days (HODs) celebration, by staff and volunteers at The Regency Town
House in Brunswick Square, Hove. The Town House is a grade 1 listed terraced
home of the mid-1820s, developing as a heritage centre with a focus on the City’s
rich architectural legacy. In 2012 BHOD involved some 30 volunteers in event
development and more than 100 in event delivery.
The Town House is supported by The Brunswick Town Charitable Trust, registered
UK charity number 1012216.
Further information about The Regency Town House project is available at
www.rth.org.uk
Heritage Open Days
HODs is a once-a-year chance to discover architectural treasures and enjoy tours
and activities about local history and culture. All HODs events are provided free of
charge. The countywide HODs programme is organised by the Heritage Open Days
National Partnership and funded by English Heritage.
The Regency Town House Heritage Centre has participated in the HODs celebration
since the programme’s introduction, in 1994. Originally the Town House offered
Heritage Open Weekend (HOW), a two-day practical look at Georgian building
technology. More recently, our team has organised BHOD, a four-day programme of
historic property openings and related cultural activities.
Over recent years, HODs has become England’s largest annual heritage celebration
with some 1,400 organisers and more than 40,000 volunteers, countrywide, catering
to approximately 1,000,000 visitors. The HODs event always concludes over the
second weekend in September.
Further information about HODs is available at www.heritageopendays.org.uk
Brighton & Hove Open Door
Since 1994, Brighton & Hove’s ‘HODs’ programme has been co-ordinated by The
Regency Town House Heritage Centre, which promotes HODs under the title
‘Brighton & Hove Open Door or BHOD’. The City’s HODs offer (or perhaps that
should be BHOD offer) has grown considerably over the last 18 years, in recent
times providing between 100 and 200 events annually.

END - Event Summary

There follows the remainder of the Report (with 5 Appendices)
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1) Event Structure for 2012
BHOD 12 was divided into twelve themed categories, these being:
General Category – 17 venues/activities
Black History Exhibitions – 5 venues/activities
Swimming and Sea Heritage – 6 venues/activities
Learning, Education and Training – 3 venues/activities
My House My Street – 17 venues/activities
Industrial Heritage – 6 venues/activities
Fashionable Houses – 8 venues/activities
Religious Spaces – 17 venues/activities
Royal Pavilion, Museums, History Centre & Libraries – 7 venues/activities
Trails/Walks – History and Archaeology –10 venues/activities
Trails/Walks – Art, Literature and Architecture – 8 venues/activities
Film and Photographic Exhibitions – 3 venues/activities
107 events were offered within the above categories. See Appendix 2 for a full list.
2) Media Coverage
In 2012, we did not attain our highest ever level of media coverage. That
achievement remains with BHOD 09, when Griff Rhys Jones, Baroness Andrews, the
Chair of English Heritage, and Barbara Follett, then the Minister for Culture,
launched the event in the City.
Nevertheless, we did near the best level of coverage otherwise obtained for BHOD.
In part, this seems to have been due to the participation of the Discovering Places
organisation, which publicised HODs as a part of London 2012’s Cultural Olympiad
campaign. BHOD 12 was one of five events specially featured on the Discovering
Places website via a lengthy blog entry. We also managed to improve our broadcast
media coverage during 2012, benefiting from a detailed feature carried on the
community station, RadioReverb.
Our post-event survey and web logs evidence that these efforts paid dividends in
raising event awareness.
Our most significant media challenge remains that too many of the final details of the
programme are confirmed close to the delivery date, making it difficult to fully exploit
the publicity opportunities offered by many of the local monthly publications. In 2013
we will address this by organising the event earlier.
3) HODs and BHOD 2012 Attendance
Nationally, 2012 saw HODs achieve two significant milestones, its greatest ever
number of activities and record visitor numbers. Over the four-day ‘weekend’, 4,649
events took place in every region of England. Some 66 theatres opened their doors,
along with 78 libraries, 57 cemeteries, 23 factories, 16 windmills, 12 historic vessels
and 6 tunnels. The National Trust opened 142 properties for free on Saturday 8th,
and an army of 40,000 volunteers reinforced the grassroots nature of the event,
bringing to a close an unforgettable ‘summer of celebration’.
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BHOD played its part in this, delivering approximately 2.3% of the total number of
events on offer across the nation and significantly helping to raise the County’s
standing as a provider of HODs events. In fact, with BHOD input over the last several
years, East Sussex has shot from nowhere to between the 5th and 3rd most active
HODs county in the nation.
4) BHOD’s Flagship Events
Special mention should be made of one BHOD event category in particular;
My House My Street (MHMS).
Trialled for the first time in 2008, when a single street was offered, BHOD 2012
presented 17 MHMS events, a really significant achievement that topped even the
number realised when the project was in receipt of a Heritage Lottery Fund grant.
It is intended to grow this number yet further, in 2013.
The concept behind MHMS is simple; the project aims to highlight the architectural
and historical significance of the many small ancient streets in Brighton & Hove and
to achieve this through the twin vehicles of in-street and on-line exhibitions.
At the heart of MHMS events are two key features:
1) volunteer-researched and assembled posters detailing the names of all past
residents in a street and the jobs they undertook. In 2012, we produced over 200
such posters and attached these to the individual properties to which they related.
2) volunteer-researched and assembled street histories offering detailed insights into
past conditions and the development of the street through time. In 2012, we
completed three histories and started a further three. Recently, the local newspaper,
The Argus, has begun to use information from these publications for a regular weekly
series called, ‘Down Your Street’.
MHMS enhances pride in place and civic awareness, encourages neighbours to talk
with one another and aids community cohesion. Furthermore, MHMS provides the
basis to better understand Brighton & Hove in the context of a significant heritage
location, with far more on offer than just the Royal Pavilion and the listed Regency
terraces along Brighton & Hove’s famous promenade.
We believe the MHMS project offers a highly successful strategy for encouraging
grass roots participation in the annual BHODs celebrations, with the obvious benefits
that such engagement brings to the initiative’s stakeholders, namely:
•
•
•
•

The HODs/BHODs event organisers themselves,
The residents and properties of the local area
The volunteers involved in researching and staging the events
The City Council and local amenity organisations.

Further detail about MHMS is available at: www.myhousemystreet.org.uk
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5) 2013 Plans and Requirements
Our objectives for BHOD 2013 are ambitious, we intend to both capitalise on this
year’s good will by re-recruiting 2012 participants and re-grow the itinerary back
beyond 150 events.
Post 2012 event analysis evidences that there is still much to achieve in terms of
widening public awareness of HODs/BHOD and we will be working hard to ensure
that we utilise additional channels to promote BHOD 2013. Included in our plans are
better cross-promotion between BHOD 2013 and the three other large events
scheduled over the second weekend of September. Namely, the Brighton Food
Festival, the Speed Trials and the Ace Cafe Reunion London-Brighton Motorbike
Ride. We will also seek higher profile coverage in local media and take steps to
better utilise social media networks (Facebook and Twitter). We are also exploring
the viability of a ‘Friends of BHOD’ group.
We are confident that we will increase activity and attendance numbers during
BHOD 2013.
Our main task financially, is to improve budget provision to BHOD, so as to fund
better publicity and promotion; thereby spreading awareness of the event. We plan to
launch an ‘early-release’, programme as a paid-download,
6) Connections to the community, the economy and the environment
One of the most important impacts that BHOD has is upon the local community;
improving social cohesion, strengthening community spirit, breaking down barriers
and improving opportunities for local people to mix and interact.
The best way to explain this kind of impact is, perhaps, using visitors’ words:
“It was great to meet my neighbours, I had not yet spoken to some of them
previously.”
“It is always pleasing to meet people who have spent the last thirty years of
their lives doing what they love. To see the delight in volunteers' eyes,
running towards us, showing us a small piece of pottery, explaining what it
might be, bending their heads in baking sun.. .. I am determined to join them
next year.”
For additional visitor comments from BHOD 12, see: Appendix 3
Furthermore, BHOD and its satellite initiatives, such as MHMS, are successful
events that make a real and significant contribution to the local economy, via
attendees’ expenditure to meet parking, travel, subsistence and accommodation
overheads, etc. The event also has a growing important impact on the local the jobs
market, by establishing conditions for creating new training and jobs.
By associating inhabitants and visitors with the history around them and embedding
history and heritage into people’s daily lives, BHOD also makes Brighton & Hove’s
architectural legacy attractive to investors.
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As it grows, the event also offers a model to improve local heritage-tourism provision.
This obviously has the potential to increase the economic benefits that can be
reaped from the City’s strong heritage credentials, as touched on above. It also
means that we utilise a low-carbon and environmentally-friendly, existing, resource to
better the financial and social conditions for local people and the Council, as
opposed to new energy-intensive economic solutions.
For further information as to how BHOD delivers benefits to stakeholders
National Outcome & Indicator Set criteria see Appendices 4 and 5.

and meets

7) Thanks
We are grateful to all BHOD contributors.
During 2012 we have continued our efforts to transform Open Door into one of
Brighton & Hove’s great annual celebrations – a permanent event in our ‘city of
festivals' yearly schedule.
This year’s programme is testimony to the hard work of the many people involved in
organising Open Door and we are grateful to them all, especially our Town House
volunteers and the venue and activity organizers; who are giving so generously of
their time.
Nick Tyson, Curator, The Regency Town House

The above pictures courtesy of Katharina Kreuzer and Arianna Giliberto. Additional
high resolution images are available on request – contact, nick@rth.org.uk

END Event Report
There follows 5 Appendices
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Visitor’s Geographical Origins – BHOD 12

Map 1 – Source of visitors from across SE England

Map 2 – Source of visitors from across Sussex

Map 3 – Source of visitors from main Brighton & Hove postcode areas (BN1, BN2 and BN3)
(Maps generated via post code mapping – source, RTH event booking system records)
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Full Programme Listing - BHOD 12

General (17 venues)
Red Tape and the Rise and Fall of
the Joke Shop!
Sussex Masonic Centre
The Dome Tour
The Extraordinary 'First Base'
The Old Market
Theatre Royal Brighton Tour
BBC Studio Tours
Brighton Old Police
Brighton Town Hall and Environs
Saddlescombe Farm Tour
Bardsley's of Baker Street, Max
Miller Room
The Pepperpot
New Historic Views of Brighton
Blind Veterans UK Artwave
Blind Veterans UK Carnival
Ashcombe Toll House
Rituals: Fabrica

Black History Exhibtion (5)
Brighton & Hove Black History
Walk
Sake Dean Mahomed exhibition
Miss Sarah Forbes Bonetta
exhibition
Time and Place mini-exhibition
George Polgreen Bridgetower
exhibition

Swimming & Sea Heritage (6)
Floating Memories - Aquatic Audio
Heritage Experience
Healthy or Hazardous: The
scientific method in the madness
of sea swimming
Photographing Brighton Swimming
Club 2004 - 2012
Pleasure on the Edge: Brighton’s
architecture for seaside bathing
and swimming
Swimming in Top Hats
Floating Memories Exhibition

Learning, Education and
Training (3)
Roedean Then and Now –
Roedean School Tour
Brighton College Tour
Falmer Village Hall

My House My Street (17)
MHMS- Charles Street Walk
MHMS- Gardner Street Walk
MHMS- North Place Walk
MHMS- Over Street Walk

MHMS- Pelham Square Walk
MHMS- Queen's Gardens Walk
MHMS- Robert Street Walk
MHMS- Sydney Street Walk
MHMS- Tidy Street Walk
MHMS- Gardner Street Exhibition
MHMS- Gloucester Street Exhib
MHMS- North Place Exhibition
MHMS - Trafalgar Street Exhibition
MHMS - U & L Market St Walk
MHMS- Waterloo St Walk
MHMS- Kemp Street Exhibition
MHMS- George Street - Open Door

Industrial & Craft Heritage (6)
England's Ornamental Plaster
Plaster Ornament in Period Houses
The fascinating Mr Ranger and
early British concrete ceritage
West Blatchington Windmill
Jill Windmill
Rottingdean Windmill Event

Fashionable Houses (8)
Embassy Court, Icon of 20th C
Modernism
Marlborough House Tour
Montpellier Hall
The Regency Town House Tour
Warleigh Road and Environs
Clayton Tunnel North Portal
33 Palmeira Mansions Tour
Building the Denman Legacy

Religious Spaces (17)
All Saints' Church Guided Tour
First Church of Christ, Scientist
St Michael's and All Angels'Tour
The Chattri Memorial
Bodhisattva Buddhist Centre
All Saints' Church
Brighton Quakers
Brighton Unitarian Church
Middle Street Synagogue
St Andrew's Chapel, Hove
St Bartholomew's Church
St Michael's and All Angels'
St Nicholas' Church, Brighton
St Paul's Church
St Paul's Church Guided Tour
St Peter, Preston Park
Bodhisattva Buddhist Centre

Royal Pavilion, Museums,
History Centre & Libraries (7)
Brighton History Centre Tour
The Special Collections at the
University of Sussex

Rare Books & Special
Collections at Jubilee Library
Edwardian Gardens from
Upstairs to downstairs
Portslade’s Norman Manor
House
The Preston Pump House and
other outdoor curiosities
Royal Palace, Garden and
Stables
Trails/Walks – History, Nature
and Archaeology (10)
Beanfields to Bohemia Walk
The Whitehawk Enclosure
Discover Stanmer Village
On the Borderlands with Geoff
Mead
The Undercliff Walk
Paths of Glory Guided Walk
The Development of North
Laine as Brighton's Industrial
and Commercial Suburb
Rocky Clump Excavations
St Ann's Well – a Historical
Walk by Park Ranger
Beacon Hill Heritage Walk
Trails/Walks - Art, Literature
and Architecture (8)
A Proposed St Bartholomew's
Conservation Area
The Aubrey Beardsley Tour
Nice Girls Didn’t go to the
Academy!
The History of Regency Square
and its environs
The Brunswick Town Walk
Commemorative Plaque Trail 1
– Sealife Centre to the Marina
Commemorative Plaque Trail 2
– The Floral Clock Circular
Commemorative Plaque Trail 3
– The Old Town of Brighton
Film, Photographic and
Audio Visual (3)
Window on History: Brunswick
Square and Terrace
The Undercliff Exhibition
Duke of York's Cinema
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Selection of BHOD12 visitor comments – from our post-event questionnaire
“A big thank you to the organisers and all who gave their time for the talks”
“A great opportunity to see places you don't normally get to!”
General comments
“I visited Embassy Court and we had a wonderful tour. The guide was fun and
informative, the resident who let us see her flat was very generous in letting us take
over her home, and they both clearly love the building and are very proud it has been
saved. The whole tour was unhurried and they were happy to answer all our
questions. I've wanted to go for ages so really appreciated the opportunity to visit this
iconic building. To top it all we had a stunningly gorgeous day and really saw it at its
best. So thank you very much”
Embassy Court, Icon of the 20th Century
“Excellent - great to have a peep inside this otherwise inaccessible building.”
Roedean Then and Now- Tour
“Interestingly different from 2011 tour, giving us all the feeling that this was 'just for
us'. A lot of knowledge made available in digestible doses. A class act.”
Paths of Glory Guided Walk
“Really enjoyable. Made me wish I had time to volunteer on the dig”.
Rocky Clump Excavation (Archaeology)
“I left the cells with a rather proud feeling that Brighton is the only place in the country
where a Chief Constable was murdered by an inmate and where a convicted
murderer had to fight off a woman desperate to marry him!”
Brighton Old Police Cells
“As an archaeology addict I really enjoyed this. Next year, when turn up again, I
understand that we can learn some more fascinating facts … and participate in the
actual archaeological dig. Definitely one to watch.”
The Whitehawk Enclosure (Archaeology)
“You simply can't go wrong with a tour like this - location, building, architecture,
history, past and present legends, lurking ghosts, the working mechanics of the
theatre, insightful Thespian stories (why actors never say 'good luck' but 'break a
leg'), lovely guide - all in all - pure joy!”
Theatre Royal Brighton Tour
“Very enjoyable and informative, so obviously a labour of love for the lady tour
guide.”
The Aubrey Beardsley Tour
“Very informed leader of walk.”
MHMS - Sydney Street Guided Walk
“Learnt lots of interesting stuff, very useful as we live in a Regency house!”
Regency Town House Tour
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Benefits to stakeholders
In delivering BHOD, and most especially, perhaps, in delivering the MHMS initiative,
we necessarily address objectives and interests that are shared by other agencies
including our local City Council, the national HODs team, funding agencies such as
the Heritage Lottery Fund, Sussex Enterprise, local amenity society’s, etc. We set
out, below, some of the ways in which BHOD and MHMS are congruent with these
organisation’s concerns. In Appendix 5, the partner piece to this section, we draw
upon the National Outcome & Indicator Set, to show how BHOD and MHMS are
vehicles that can significantly aid with the delivery of numerous central-governmentset targets.
A) The Heritage Open Days National Partnership
The Heritage Open Days National Partnership has recently taken on the
responsibility of developing and delivering future HODs. To date, large religious and
civic properties have been by far the largest sector represented in HODs with
relatively low numbers of small residential properties appearing in the listings.
Similarly, the audience for HODs has been drawn from a narrow sector of society.
Encouraging a wider spectrum of ordinary people to participate in HODs (both as
attendees and event organisors) and expanding the range of properties on offer is
crucial for the future wellbeing of the initiative. We believe that one of the most
successful ways to achieve is the recruiting of people to present the histories of their
streets and open and interpret their homes, using the MHMS model. Opening such
properties offers the possibility of establishing, in ordinary people’s minds, a direct
link between heritage and their daily experience and, as such, sets up the prospect
of developing a deep-seated and far wider public interest in the HODs focus.
B) Heritage Lottery Fund and Other Grant Giving Organisational Interest
A number of significant grant giving bodies have, at their core, a deep-seated
advocacy of heritage, and policies that seek to highlight heritage to the public. Others
are actively concerned with the provision of life and employment skills. MHMS, via its
provision of social and technical skills (training of volunteers in collaborative working,
archives management and utilisation, use of ICT, etc.) and its enhancement of local
awareness and pride delivers on many of these key objectives and should be
welcomed and supported by such bodies.
C) Local Residents
It is clear that BHOD enthuses the vast majority of its participants, be they visitors,
residents, or venue and activity organizers themselves. So attractive was the event
to many visitors that a significant number discussed with us the idea of copying it in
their locality and since concluding the 2012 event, we have held meetings to
progress this idea..
D) Benefits for The Regency Town House
As an organisation with core interests in the presentation, interpretation and
conservation of Brighton & Hove’s historic architecture, the delivery of BHOD and
MHMS enables us to fulfil a number of our key objectives. The Brunswick Town
Charitable Trust (registered UK charity number 1012216), established to support
development of The Regency Town House, already makes a significant annual
contribution to BHOD and MHMS and will continue to do so in future years.
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BHOD 2012 and the National Outcome & Indicator Set

Outcome
Stronger
Communities

National Indicators
NI 1. The % of
people who believe
that people from
different backgrounds get on well
together in their
local area . (PSA 2 Public Service
Agreement 2)
NI 2. The % of
people who feel
that they belong to
their
neighbourhood
(PSA 21)
NI 3, Civic
participation in the
local area (PSA 15)
NI 5, Overall and
general satisfaction
with local area (CLG
DSO - Communities
and Local
Government
Departmental
Strategic Objective)
NI 6, Participation
in regular
volunteering (CO
DSO - Cabinet Office
Departmental
Strategic Objective)

NI 7, Environment
for a thriving third
sector (CO DSO)

BHOD contributes
Examples of BHOD contributions include:
Religious Spaces, the MyHouseMyStreet
exhibitions, Black History exhibitions, and
Gay/Lesbian-focused events.

1) Our 2012 BHOD visitor study evidences
the programme’s impact on fostering a
sense of place, identity and belonging.
2) BHODs MyHouseMyStreet exhibitions
3) BHODs Local area walks programme
Over 50 local organisers and around 100
volunteers made BHOD 2012 happen (by
opening up buildings and staging events
which they feel are of interest to their local
communities
A platform for the City Council and amenity
societies to showcase cultural assets. Our
BHOD visitor studies have explored the
extent to which BHOD participation
increases people’s pride in their areas. In
2007, a HODs initiative in Stockport
evidenced that 72% of local residents
attending experienced increased pride in the
borough. In Brighton & Hove we achieved
90%
Around 100 volunteering opportunities at
more than 100 local events were filled
during BHOD 2012. From anecdotal
evidence we know that the rate of
satisfaction among participants is extremely
high. Volunteers apply and gain a vast range
of experiences and skills by doing research,
interpreting cultural assets, welcoming and
guiding visitors, carrying out risk
assessments, running marketing and PR
campaigns, fundraising, etc.
BHOD provides an excellent platform for
local voluntary organisations to raise their
profile and work in partnership with the City
Council and other local partners. BHODs
workshops and the organisers' guides help
build local capacity and facilitate and
promote making linkages.
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NI 9, Use of public
libraries (DCMS
DSO – Department
of Culture, Media and
Sport Departmental
Strategic Objective)
NI 10, Visits to
museums or
galleries (DCMS
DSO)
Safer
Communities

Children and
Young People

Adult health
and
wellbeing

NI 45, Young
offenders
engagement in
suitable education,
employment or
training (MoJ DSO –
Ministry of Justice
Departmental
Strategic Objective)
Make a positive
contribution
NI 110, Young
people’s
participation in
positive activities
(PSA 14)
NI 138, Satisfaction
of people over 65
with both home and
neighbourhood
(PSA 17)

Local
economy

NI 175, Access to
services and
facilities by public
transport, walking
and cycling (DfT
DSO)

Environmental
sustainability

NI 185, CO2
reduction from
Local Authority
operations (PSA 27)
NI 195, Improved
street and
environmental
cleanliness (levels
of graffiti, litter,
detritus and fly
posting) (Defra
DSO)
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Event volunteers and visitors use Library
and History Centre services. The local
University libraries also participate to the
programme.
BHOD includes multiple events staged by
museums, libraries and heritage centres all
of which increase numbers attending and
many of which introduce new sectors of the
public to their services.
A number of our BHOD volunteer group are
in, or have recently completed,
rehabilitation/treatment programmes. Others
have been life prisoners released on
temporary licence (ROTL) after serving
sentences for terrorism/murder. We are
committed to offering opportunity to all and
aiding people to acquire useful social and
employment skills.
BHOD projects always offer young people
the chance to be involved and a substantial
percentage of our volunteer force is young.
We are currently exploring ways to involve
even greater numbers of school pupils and
at staging more youth events in 2013.
We have many BHOD organisers aged 65+,
adding value to their neighbourhood by
staging BHOD events. Additionally, our 2012
visitor study provides evidence of the
programme’s positive impact on people in
this age group.
Enjoyment and discovery on people's
doorstep. Our BHOD 2012 programme’
offered large numbers of grouped events,
nearly all with carefully worked out walking
and public transport routes. In 2013, we are
aiming to work with our local bus service
provider to increase yet further, dedicated
BHOD transport services.
BHOD’s MyHouseMyStreet project will, over
time, significantly reduce the numbers
needing to make physical visits to local
library/history centre locations, by making
key information accessible via the Internet.
A sense of responsibility and civic pride
results in active care of the environment - by
making people aware of the value of their
built environment, including for their
personal identity and well-being, BHOD
achieves this outcome. Graffitti, for
example, is now largely limited to ‘legal’
areas, relieving local concerns. BHOD has
helped achieve this result.
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Further information about The Regency Town House, Brighton & Hove Open Door,
MyHouseMyStreet and this BHOD 2012 survey, is available from:
Nick Tyson, Curator
The Regency Town House
13 Brunswick Square
Hove
BN3 1EH
t. 01273 206306.
e: nick@rth.org.uk
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